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PRE-READING ACTIVITIES 

Anticipation Guide

Step 1: Display the table below and ask students to decide as a group or individually whether the answer is true 
or false. If time permits, also ask students why they selected a particular answer.

Step 2: After the completion of the story, refer back to the chart and ask students to answer the questions again. 

BEFORE STATEMENT AFTER

Helen Keller was a famous  
woman who could not hear.

Individuals who cannot see will 
never be able to write or read.

Helen Keller traveled the  
world fighting for all people  

to have equal rights.

Helen Keller had a teacher  
who worked with her while she  

was a child and an adult.

Only elderly people can lose  
their ability to hear or see.

Vocabulary

Step 1: Introduce the key terms, definitions, and questions in the table below to help students better understand 
individuals with specific types of disabilities.

Step 2: After introducing the vocabulary, make a connection to the text by presenting students with the following 
quote and question. Helen Keller said, “We do not think with eyes and ears, and our capacity for thought is not 
measured by five senses.” How do you think this quote from the text relates to the key terms in the table?  
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KEY TERMS DEFINITION
QUESTIONS: Activating 
Background Knowledge

Individuals with  
Visual Impairments

People who can either see very 
little or who have no vision at all.  

If a person has no vision at all,  
he or she is considered blind.

What is the difference between a 
person who wears glasses and a 
person with a visual impairment?

Can you think of any famous 
actors or singers who are visually 

impaired?

Individuals with  
Hearing Impairments

People who can only hear  
some sounds, which may sound 
unclear or muffled. A person is 

considered deaf if he or she  
cannot hear any sound.

Do you know anyone who  
wears a hearing aid?

Can you think of inventions  
that help individuals with hearing 

impairments (e.g., closed captions, 
flashing crosswalk signs,  

books in Braille)?

Discussion Questions 

EARLY YEARS  
1.  What events occurred that caused Helen to lose her hearing, sight, and ability to speak? Describe the effects 

of that loss on Helen and her family. Before she meets Annie Sullivan, how does Helen communicate her needs 
and frustrations?  

2.  Why do you think Annie keeps tracing letters in Helen’s palm? Make an inference by using your own ideas/
experiences along with details from the text to answer the question.     

3.  The author includes many quotes from Helen Keller. For example, “That living word awakened my soul, gave it 
light, hope, joy, and set it free.” How does this quote help us understand Helen? What figurative language can 
you find in the quote? 

4.  What senses does she use to understand what is going on around her? Give examples from the story.  

5.  What do we learn from the timeline of Helen’s writing (July 12, 1887–January 29, 1889)? How does this information 
help the reader?  

6.  How is it possible for Helen to read if she cannot see? What steps does Annie take to teach Helen to read? 
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ADULT YEARS  
1.  How did Annie have a positive impact on Helen’s life? Give specific examples from the text.  

2.  Helen Keller said, “Teacher read many books to me. In spite of repeated warnings from occulists, she has always 
abused her eyes for my sake.” Use the context clues in the quote to figure out what the word occulists means. 
What is Annie risking for Helen? Do you think that this risk helped Helen succeed? Why or why not?      

3.  Some say that Helen Keller is an inspirational woman who helped many people. What details from the story show 
that her life made a difference?  

4.  If Helen hadn’t influenced others, how might the lives of blind and deaf individuals be different today? Give 
examples from the book.   

POST-READING ASSIGNMENT   
Pick a book from the “If you would like to learn more about Helen Keller, you can read” list. Then give a five-minute 
oral report on what you learned about Helen Keller by reading by reading that book and Helen’s Big World.  

Across the Curriculum
Writing
Do you believe that all books should be available in Braille? Write an opinion essay that explains why you do 
or do not agree. Be sure to support your argument with an introduction, multiple reasons, and a concluding 
statement.

  

BIOGRAPHY PROJECT
Create a timeline to organize information on any person you study in a biography unit. As a class you might want 
to brainstorm the topics that are most important to find out about a person. Or you could create a web with 
information such as the person’s name, early years, major accomplishments, education, sports and hobbies, etc. 

Discussion Questions or Writing Prompts
If you are using the discussion questions below as writing prompts, be sure that students include the following: 
an introduction, multiple reasons that suppobelowrt the main idea or opinion, and a concluding statement.

1.  Why do you think the author chose Helen Keller to write about? Whom would you write about? Why?  

2.  What are the most important things that you learned about this person in the text? What will you remember 
about this individual a year from now? Five years from now?      

3.  Which biography is your favorite? Why? Explain your answer by using specific examples from your favorite text.  
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Research Assignment
Research the life of someone you think is important to know about. Write a newspaper article about that person 
and include an introduction, at least five important facts, and a conclusion. Share your article with a classmate and 
discuss why your selected person is important. 

How do people find information to create biographies? Describe the process that the author uses to write each 
story. Use online sources and related informational texts to research the topic. 

Great research is best done with primary sources rather than secondary ones. Primary sources are actual letters, 
notes, diaries, pictures, and other firsthand documentation of a person’s life. As you research a famous person for 
a biography, be sure to list your sources and categorize them as primary or secondary.  

Music
Research the type of music that was popular during your subject’s life. What do you notice about the music’s lyrics, 
instruments, beats and rhythms, and style? Create and record a song that you believe would have been popular 
during that time period.  

Art
Create a piece of sculpture or collage that best represents the person you are studying. Use images that show 
important aspects of their life. Present your finished project to the class and use it to tell the story. Be sure to 
answer any questions that classmates ask about your work at the end of the presentation.  
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